27/06 Recorded ONE side only at this evening at concert of Arab Music Adel Salameh. ( oud) Vocals : Adel’s wife “ Azouei’s vocals …”

Drums ( percussion) “ PEACEFUL PROMENADE”

28/06 Tape few minutes Chassidic

28/06 HANKUS NETSKY

Karl …… outside the Pale … gypsy class within the Jewish Society.

(?) Poland’s Klezmer tradition 3 musicians

Karl Frydman son of

1 Yerf ( Marshalik) Chmelnik.

REFER to my own copy of HANKUS NETSKY’s klezmer paper.

2 Leo Rosner b. 1910 Cracow father Chaim Rosner brother Henry Rosner

Schindler’s List 3 brothers rescued

Age 82 now

1949 to Melbourne

8 of 9 Rosner children

repertoire 50,000 tunes
Leo Rosner (Australia, Melbourne) don't call themselves 'Klezmer'.

HN. 1992 - watching Leo Rosner - Bundur party (Melbourne) repertoire tangoes
bulgarisch sher freylekh
"everyone would get up & leave..."

Proud sense of place. regarded highly
Tape Side B. VU 12 DOS GESL 'Rum&inish'
into .... under Paris skies
Hava Nagila - to Waltzing Matilda segue into.
Habiveim Elolem Aleichen - into Tipperary.

BEN BAZYLER

POYK - drum Uncle Noim.
Zmoro Voleche Krakowianska Mazur
Polish tangoes.
recorded 1990 with Brav Old World Shifri Devarah - change to UKRAINIAN style
WWII fled to eastern Poland.
1941 family deported
  parents, sister died
released 1947 Tashkent
killed Miscia Shusti
Ben talking about Schuster:
1957 Lodz
1964 U.S.A.
1965 L.A. entertain, barber. 1970s
d. 1990 suicide
Ellis Island 60's in L.A.

(ref. my notes)
Koskoff-Kozakov 28/06

Merrism
ethnomicology
- concept of N'gumim 1976

fieldwork analysis
CRISES representation
interactive -
field worker/informant (? if they disappear)

(1) attempt to remain neutral

N'gumim

(2) the picture of Chassidic women under male domination, patriarchy

Feminist
revolt against their oppressors.
'helplessly victimized'.
Women vibrant, joyful, praised by their men
Sense of TRUE community
"Was I being naïve?"

mid-1970s/1980s ....
women still retain status

1967 - Chassidic community saw several
BA'ALEI T'SHUVA.

Un
(1) Judith butler  Gender Trouble
(2) Roy d... /Chassidic Strauss
(3) ---- S TRAUSS
Conference banquet  Wed 28 June
Old Refectory
at Univ. College + London.

Goldschmidt
late flowering 1980s
Frans Schoel 1925
[Berthold Goldschmidt]

Das Makkabäerspiel
Sprechchor mit Musik

words: Joachim Ring

Nº IV Chana "Klage der Chana"
[never performed]

1934 commission 2 Yemenite themes

VARIATIONEN on a Palestine Shepherd's song
examples given.

1935 - left Germany.

1953 premièred